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Hunger and the global food price crisis

Source: WFP
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Growing food demand:

Excessive rich-country 
consumption

Rising world 
population

Growing incomes

Greater demand for 
meat, water, energy

Limits to increasing supply:

Yields rising more slowly

Water stress and shortages

Limits to new arable land

Climate crises for harvests



Global hunger: 
already rising pre-crisis….

Source: WFP







From an Age of 
Development

(with redistribution)

To an Age of 
Scarcity ?





The goal:

Oxfam will campaign for poor women and 
men to claim power in the way the world 
manages land, water and climate change, so 
that they can buy or grow enough food to eat 
– now and in the future.



1. Stop land grabs by corporations and 
countries that seize the land and 
water poor people depend on for their 
food



2. Win a global deal on climate change 
to stop greenhouse gases from 
devastating poor people’s agriculture



3. Invest in the productivity, resilience 
and sustainability of small-scale food 
producers, particularly women who 
produce much of the world’s food



4. Avert global food price crises, and 
provide a fast and fair response when 
emergencies do arise.



Food justice in a 
resource constrained world

Why is now the time to tackle it?

• Regulating the new scramble for resources

• The urgency of tackling climate change

• International momentum on the future of food

• Shift the debate from science to justice



Oxfam will campaign for poor women and 
men to claim power in the way the world 
manages land, water and climate change, so 
that they can buy or grow enough food to eat 
– now and in the future.

1. Stop land (and water) grabs undermining 
poor farmers

1. Stop climate change destroying agriculture

2. Invest in small scale food producers

3. Avert and manage global food crises


